
WEIGHING AND BATCHING SYSTEMS WR

WR systems are composed of:
Weight indicator in DIN box (96 x 192 x 150 mm, drilling template 92 x 186 
mm) for panel mounting. 18-key polycarbonate keyboard. One 6-digit numeric 
display (14 mm high), 7 segment LED. One semialphanumeric LCD display with 
two lines x 16-digit (5mm high). IP54 front panel protection. Real time clock.

- For more than 4 products: 
One or two 8-output relay modules (dimensions 93 x 126 x h 60 mm). Power 
supply 24 Vdc 8 W, contacts 115 Vac 0.5 A. Suitable for mounting on Omega-
DIN rail, max 100 meters far. 

READING THE LOAD CELLS VALUE expressed in mV.

WR is equipped with two serial ports (COM1=RS232; COM2=RS232 or 
RS422/485) for connection to:
- PC/PLC (COM2) connection by the following Communication Protocols: 

Laumas or ModBus RTU or Pro bus DP (RS422/485). Protocol allows the 
weight reading, formulas programming and reading, start and stop batching, 
batched net weights acquisition, totals reading, stock reading.

- Printer and/or RD data recorder (COM1), see pages 188-190.
- Remote display (COM1/2), pages 186-187.
- RIP/DOS-MAN remote display for assisted manual batching, (COM1/2), see 

page 186.

WR 8+4/50/1  LITRE-COUNTER (pulses max 20 Hz):  
WR controls 8 products plus 4 litre-counter in succession. 

Option “Reading real stock”: 
Calculation of consumption and stock for each product. By weighing the silos 
by means weight transmitters and load cells, it is possible transmit to WR the 
real quantity (stock) present into the silos.

IN THE FORMULA ABILITY TO :
PROGRAMMING LOADING STEPS
OPENING CLOSING RELAY
WAITING TIME OR WAITING 
FROM EXTERNAL INPUT

PC Supervision Software

ON REQUEST

VERSION 10 STEPS 99 FORMULAS

/ Products Steps

/ Products Steps

/ Products Steps

/ LITRE-COUNTER / Products Steps

OPTIONS ON REQUEST:

- Reading of the real stock

- BCD contraves for 9-formulas selection (only 7 formulas for litre-
counter version)

- Converters Pro bus , USB, Ethernet, radio (pages 183-185)
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WEIGHING AND BATCHING SYSTEMSWR
CARATTERISTICHE TECNICHE TECHNICAL FEATURES

“WR” POWER SUPPLY and CONSUMPTION 
“8RELAY MODULE” SUPPLY and CONSUMPTION 
NUMBER OF LOAD CELLS IN PARALLEL  
LOAD CELL SUPPLY 
LINEARITY
THERMAL DRIFT
A/D CONVERTER
INTERNAL DIVISIONS 
DISPLAY RANGE
MEASURE RANGE
DIGITAL FILTER / CONVERSION RATE
DECIMALS / DISPLAY INCREMENTS
LOGIC OUTPUTS (relays)
LOGIC INPUTS 
SERIAL PORTS (optoisolated)
BAUD RATE
UMIDITY (condensate free)
STORAGE TEMPERATURE
WORKING TEMPERATURE

Main features

- Memorization of 50 di  erent formulas x 20 steps (otherwise it is possible to 
have also 99 formulas x 10 steps).

- Capable to programm, in the order that the operator desires, steps for loading 
product, partial or total unloading, output relay opening/closing, wainting from 
external input, wainting by time.

- For litre-counter version products can be set and displayed directly in kg.

- Start via keyboard by setting formula and desired cycles (max 9999).

- Start via external contact, cycles before memorized via keyboard, otherwise 
start of the  rst 15 formulas (9 by contraves bcd) selected by four BCD inputs 
for a only cycle at a time.

- Selection product’s name, automatic/manual fall, slow (“tapping” times), 
tolerance for each product.

- “Out of product” alarm during the batching.

- Minimum stocks check for each product. 

- Calculation of consumption and stocks for each product.

- Calculation of production for each formula with cycle’s number executed.

- Possibility to batch a only product automatically via keyboard. 

- Possibility to execute an automatic unloading, by keyboard, of a quantity 
prememorized.

- Possibility to execute an assisted manual batching (page 186). 

- Automatic printout at the cycle end and manual printout of: constants, 
formulas, consumption, stocks, formula’s production.

- Pause of the batching by the keyboard.

- In the event of a power failure during batching, the microprocessor resumes 
batching from the point of interruption. 

PASSWORD to protect the access to selected functions.
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WEIGHING AND BATCHING SYSTEMS WR
Operation

By closing the Start contact or by pressing the Start key the microprocessor 
starts batching, the WR veri es that the approval contact is closed and that the 
weight is lower than the minimum weight; if requested, checks for presence 
of stocks for the products in the formula. 
It executes the autotare, closes the contact of the  rst product in formula (for
litre-counter version executes simultaneously the batching of the fi rst 
litre-counter). When the SET value minus the speci ed slow and fall values 
is reached, WR will close the relevant slow contact; when the speci ed SET 
value minus the fall is reached, WR will open both contacts; after the wait 
time, WR stores the consumption and performs the following step, which may 
be a product, an output relay closing, a timed wait, an input wait, a partial or 
total unloading, and so on, until the last programmed step is executed (for
litre-counter version the last step must be the “total unload” to close 
the cycle end contact).
During batching, the system visualizes the total weight on numeric display, 
and on the LCD display it visualizes the product’s number, product’s name, 
weight in batching, and the SET value to reach. When batching is  nished, the 
microprocessor closes the cycle-end contact which will be re-opened at the end 
of the unload after the programmed minimum value is reached and after the 
safe emptying time has elapsed. If the printer is enabled, the microprocessor 
will print the batching’s data.
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